Bunnies

For babies, soft, fluffy bunnies can be a gentle introduction to the animal world. Some bunnies live in the wild, while others might be pets. The Library has many books about bunnies for you and baby to enjoy!

Ideas & Tips

- Talk with your child about bunnies using a toy or picture. How does their fur feel? How do bunnies move? Are their ears big or small?
- Practice “bunny” in sign language. The bunny sign looks like the long ears of a rabbit, twitching. Make both hands into a fist and place them on top of your head, with middle and index fingers extended to make the bunny ears. Bend and extend the middle and index fingers, to make the ears twitch.
- Hop around together like a bunny.
- Go for a walk together on a nature trail. See if you and your baby can spot a bunny.

More Books

- *Bunny Rabbit Show* by Sandra Boynton
- *Curious George and the Bunny* by Margret Rey
- *If You’re Hoppy* by April Pulley Sayre
- *Little White Rabbit* by Kevin Henkes
- *Rabbits* by G.G. Lake

Rhyming Fun

*Here is a Bunny*

Here is a bunny
With ears so funny,
(Hold up index and middle fingers for ears)
And here is her hole
In the ground.
(Make a circle with the other hand)
At the first sound she hears,
She pricks up her ears,
(Extend two fingers)
And hops in the hole
In the ground!
(Fingers jump into the hole)